GUIDELINES FOR RESEARCH PAPER (LLB 505)

a) Research Paper to be hard bound.
b) Two copies of the Research Paper to be submitted.
c) Guidance for the preparation for the Research Paper to be done by the faculty members taking the subject.
d) Cover page for the Research Paper shall be as per Annexure-I. **Ink Blue Base/Printing in Silver Colour**
e) Title page for the Research Paper shall be as per Annexure – II.
f) Research Paper to contain an abstract of about 300 words.
g) Research Paper to contain 4-5 words as Keywords.
h) The Research Paper **shall not** comprise of the following:
   a) List of contents
   b) Certificate
   c) Declaration
   d) Acknowledgement

i) Text of the Research Paper to be in continuity bearing **Introduction and Conclusion/Suggestions**. The students are free to divide their works in sub-heads/sub-themes.

j) Citation style to be used as per **ALS/SD Research Manual**.

k) No. of pages/words for the Research Paper to be between **8000-9000 words/24-25 pages**.

l) Font size to be used for the text shall be Times New Roman 12 with the line spacing of 1.5. Font size for the footnote shall be Times New Roman 10.

m) **Assessment** of the Research Paper shall be by way of evaluation of the written work as well as by the way of oral submissions by the student before the Viva-Voce Board.

n) The Examiners shall evaluate the Research Paper out of 75 marks. The parameters for evaluation shall be:
   i) Originality of thoughts
   ii) Objectives of Research
   iii) Writing skill and expressions
   iv) Citations & Footnoting

o) The **Viva-Voce** examination for the Research Paper shall be conducted out of 25 marks.
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